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QUESTION 1

Which of the following must be in place before implementing a BCP? 

A. SLA 

B. AUP 

C. NDA 

D. BIA 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following is the MOST relevant security check to be performed before embedding third-parry libraries in
developed code? 

A. Check to see if the third party has resources to create dedicated development and staging environments. 

B. Verify the number of companies that downloaded the third-party code and the number of contributions on the code
repository. 

C. Assess existing vulnerabilities affecting the third-parry code and the remediation efficiency of the libraries\\'
developers. 

D. Read multiple penetration-testing reports for environments running software that reused the library. 

Correct Answer: C 

What to be done to best prevent issues in third-party code? 

Establish a baseline and process for every third-party software that is introduced into the organisation, including
performing a risk assessment to establish the risk associated with implementing a certain piece of code. 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following allows for functional test data to be used in new systems for testing and training purposes to
protect the real data? 

A. Data encryption 

B. Data masking 

C. Data deduplication 

D. Data minimization 

Correct Answer: B 



The main reason for applying masking to a data field is to protect data that is classified as personally identifiable
information, sensitive personal data, or commercially sensitive data. However, the data must remain usable for the
purposes of undertaking valid test cycles. It must also look real and appear consistent. It is more common to have
masking applied to data that is represented outside of a corporate production system. In other words, where data is
needed for the purpose of application development, building program extensions and conducting various test cycles
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_masking 

 

QUESTION 4

wo organizations are discussing a possible merger, Both organizations\\' Chief Financial Officers would like to safely
share payroll data with each other to determine if the pay scales for different roles are similar at both organizations.
Which of the following techniques would be BEST to protect employee data while allowing the companies to
successfully share this information? 

A. Pseudo-anonymization 

B. Tokenization 

C. Data masking 

D. Encryption 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A security analyst reports a company policy volation ina case in which a large amount of sensitive data is being
downloaded after hours from various mobile devices to an external site. Upon further investigation, the analyst notices
that successful login attempts are being conducted with impossible travel times during the same time periods when the
unauthorized dowloads are occurring. The @nalyst also discovers a couple of WAP are using the same SSID, but they
have non-siandard DHCP configurations and an overlapping channel. Which of the following attacks is being
conducted? 

A. Evil twin 

B. Jamming 

C. DNS poisoning 

D. Bluesnarfing 

E. DDoS 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

A digital forensics team at a large company is investigating a case in which malicious code was downloaded over an
HTTPS connection and was running in memory, but was never committed to disk. Which of the following techniques
should the team use to obtain a sample of the malware binary? 



A. pcap reassembly 

B. SSD snapshot 

C. Image volatile memory 

D. Extract from checksums 

Correct Answer: C 

The best technique for the digital forensics team to use to obtain a sample of the malware binary is to image volatile
memory. Volatile memory imaging is a process of collecting a snapshot of the contents of a computer\\'s RAM, which
can include active malware programs. According to the CompTIA Security+ SY0- 601 Official Text Book, volatile
memory imaging can be used to capture active malware programs that are running in memory, but have not yet been
committed to disk. This technique is especially useful in cases where the malware is designed to self-destruct or erase
itself from the disk after execution. 

 

QUESTION 7

The IT department\\'s on-site developer has been with the team for many years. Each time an application is released,
the security team is able to identify multiple vulnerabilities. Which of the following would BEST help the team ensure the
application is ready to be released to production? 

A. Limit the use of third-party libraries. 

B. Prevent data exposure queries. 

C. Obfuscate the source code. 

D. Submit the application to QA before releasing it. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

A security administrator is managing administrative access to sensitive systems with the following requirements: 

Common login accounts must not be used for administrative duties. 

Administrative accounts must be temporal in nature. 

Each administrative account must be assigned to one specific user. 

Accounts must have complex passwords. 

Audit trails and logging must be enabled on all systems. 

Which of the following solutions should the administrator deploy to meet these requirements? (Give and References
from CompTIA Security+ SY0-601 Official Text Book and Resources) 

A. ABAC 

B. SAML 



C. PAM 

D. CASB 

Correct Answer: C 

PAM is a solution that enables organizations to securely manage users\\' accounts and access to sensitive systems. It
allows administrators to create unique and complex passwords for each user, as well as assign each account to a single
user for administrative duties. PAM also provides audit trails and logging capabilities, allowing administrators to monitor
user activity and ensure that all systems are secure. According to the CompTIA Security+ SY0-601 Course Book, "PAM
is the most comprehensive way to control and monitor privileged accounts". 

 

QUESTION 9

A company recently transitioned to a strictly BYOD culture due to the cost of replacing lost or damaged corporate-
owned mobile devices. Which of the following technologies would be BEST to balance the BYOD culture while also
protecting the company\\'s data? 

A. Containerization 

B. Geofencing 

C. Full-disk encryption 

D. Remote wipe 

Correct Answer: C 

Containerization is an increasingly common solution to handling separation of work and personal use contacts on device
to superior space using a secure container to run application store data and otherwise keep the use of a device
separate greatly reduces the risk of cross contamination and exposure. 

 

QUESTION 10

A security analyst has received an alert about being sent via email. The analyst\\'s Chief information Security Officer
(CISO) has made it clear that PII must be handle with extreme care From which of the following did the alert MOST
likely originate? 

A. S/MIME 

B. DLP 

C. IMAP 

D. HIDS 

Correct Answer: B 

Network-based DLP monitors outgoing data looking for sensitive data. Network-based DLP systems monitor outgoing
email to detect and block unauthorized data transfers and monitor data stored in the cloud. 

 



QUESTION 11

A network administrator at a large organization is reviewing methods to improve the security of the wired LAN. Any
security improvement must be centrally managed and allow corporate-owned devices to have access to the intranet but
limit others to Internet access only. Which of the following should the administrator recommend? 

A. 802.1X utilizing the current PKI infrastructure 

B. SSO to authenticate corporate users 

C. MAC address filtering with ACLS on the router 

D. PAM for user account management 

Correct Answer: A 

It\\'s possible to combine an 802.1x server with other network elements such as a virtual local area network (VLAN). For
example, imagine you want to provide visitors with Internet access, but prevent them from accessing internal network
resources. You can configure the 802.1x server to grant full access to authorized clients, but redirect unauthorized
clients to a guest area of the network via a VLAN. 

 

QUESTION 12

A recent phishing campaign resulted in several compromised user accounts. The security incident response team has
been tasked with reducing the manual labor of filtering through all the phishing emails as they arrive and blocking the
sender\\'s email address, along with other time-consuming mitigation actions. Which of the following can be configured
to streamline those tasks? 

A. SOAR playbook 

B. MOM policy 

C. Firewall rules 

D. URL filter 

E. SIEM data collection 

Correct Answer: A 

https://securityboulevard.com/2021/02/your-first-soar-use-case-phishing-triage/ 
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